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Summary

The development of temperature inversion and wind structure in Colorado's Eagle Valley was investigated by means of tethered balloon ascents made during the late afternoon and evening of 15 October 1978. Strong cooling of the valley atmosphere began after 1630 MST. The mean rate of energy loss from a 1 m-thick cross section of the valley atmosphere during the 4 h period of observations was 1.23 MW. The zone of maximum rate of energy loss propagated upwards from the valley floor after 1630 MST and was accompanied by distinctive structures in both the temperature and wind fields. Transport of cold air in the downslope flows over the sidewalls is thought to play a major role in causing the rapid growth (250 m/h) in temperature inversion depth and the strong cooling of the atmosphere in the early stages of the evening transition period.

Zusammenfassung

Der Aufbau einer Temperaturinversion im Eagle Valley von Colorado


1. Introduction

The buildup of temperature inversions and the development of the nighttime local wind system is of increasing interest in studies of air pollution potential in complex terrain areas. In the Rocky Mountains of western Colorado, the high elevation and continentality of the climate result in strong diurnal changes in atmospheric structure during clear weather periods. Observations of these diurnal changes, which are well marked in this climate setting, allow the investigation of physical mechanisms by which mass and thermal energy are transferred in the valley atmosphere. In the present
paper, we analyze the buildup of temperature inversions and the development of nocturnal drainage wind systems in Colorado’s Eagle Valley using tethered balloon observations, and we draw some initial conclusions concerning the mass and thermal energy transfers in the valley atmosphere.

2. Case Study of 15 October 1978

Tethered balloon profiles taken in the 700 m-deep Eagle Valley during a 4 h period in the afternoon and evening of 15 October 1978 illustrate the normal evolution of valley temperature and wind structure during inversion formation (Fig. 1). Observations were taken from a valley floor site (38°38’23”N, 106°34’33”W, 2222 m elevation) near Edwards, Colorado, where the valley floor is 1450 m wide and the sidewall slopes are 10° (south-facing slope) and 21° (north-facing slope). Further details on the topography of the valley and the location of the site have been published by Whiteman (1982). Skies were clear and the atmosphere undisturbed, with a high-pressure cell over the western U.S. and weak upper-level winds. Late afternoon winds at the 700 mb level (i.e., at an elevation 955 m above the valley floor site) were from 265° at 7 m/s at Grand Junction, Colorado, the nearest National Weather Service upper-air sounding site, located 180 km west-southwest of Edwards, Colorado.

2.1 Winds and Potential Temperature Structure Evolution

In the afternoon a deep convective boundary layer is normally present over the western slope of the Colorado Rocky Mountains. Soundings from the floor of the Eagle Valley at this time usually show a deep adiabatic, or constant potential temperature, atmosphere containing up-valley winds with little variation in speed or direction with height. In the Eagle Valley on

![Fig. 1. Sequential tethered balloon profiles of potential temperature and winds during the evening of 15 October 1978 in the Eagle Valley. Vector winds are plotted as a function of height; vector lengths correspond to wind speeds (see wind speed legend). The up-valley direction is given for reference. The time intervals over which the up (U) and down (D) soundings were conducted are given in the table. The solid lines in the wind profiles delineate the boundaries of the wind transition layer.](image-url)
15 October a convective boundary layer was present and warmed during the afternoon to a maximum potential temperature of 314 K at about 1630 MST (the time of maximum heating was determined from a thermograph and is not shown in Fig. 1). Winds in the valley were up-valley at about 3 m/s. The cooling that began at the valley floor at 1630 MST occurred near the time when valley surfaces first became shaded, or when the surface sensible heat flux became negative. At this time, near-surface air in the valley begins to cool and cold air begins to flow down the sidewalls. Thus, by the first sounding, at 1702 MST, an appreciable depth (125 m) of cold air was already present over the valley floor when it was still illuminated by sunlight. The energy budget at the surface had evidently reversed by this time, since the ground was cooler than the atmosphere immediately adjacent to it. Thus, in addition to the cold air drainage onto the valley floor, the air over the valley floor is cooled by turbulent heat transport from the atmospheric surface layer to the ground.

The surface energy balance at this time would be characterized by a net loss of all-wave radiation balanced by sensible heat transfer towards the surface and upward ground heat flux. Latent heat flux is assumed to be negligible under the dry surface conditions observed. The valley atmosphere is also cooled by radiative flux divergence. The first indication in the wind profiles of inversion buildup was a decrease in up-valley wind speeds near the ground followed by weak cross-valley breezes. Further cooling and an increase in the depth of the surface-based inversion are apparent in subsequent soundings, taken after the valley floor became shaded at 1715 MST. The rapid buildup occurs as down-valley winds are initiated within the inversion layer. The inversion and down-valley flow layers propagate upwards at speeds of 250 m/h over the first 1–1/2 h of observation, but then the rate of propagation slows.

Winds in the down-valley flow regime are quite strong in the center of the layer (up to 8 or 9 m/s) but decrease as the ground or the top of the layer are approached. At the top of the down-valley flow a 50 m-deep transition layer separates the down-valley flow from the up-valley flows that persist aloft. The wind transition layer contains weak winds with appreciable cross-valley components and corresponds closely to an intense stable layer in the temperature profiles. This thin, intense stable layer is called the "inversion cap" in subsequent paragraphs. By 2100 MST the up-valley winds are no longer present in the upper levels of the valley, having been replaced by light winds of variable direction. At this time the valley winds are completely decoupled from the prevailing flows above the valley ridge tops.

![Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing persistent layers and features in the evening potential temperature profiles](image)

The interrelationships between layers in the wind and temperature profiles are to be emphasized, since they are a regular feature in the Eagle Valley. Down-valley winds typically prevail within the surface-based inversion, while winds in the neutral layer above the growing valley inversion typically maintain their late afternoon up-valley flow and decrease in speed during the period of inversion buildup. Especially noteworthy in the Eagle Valley soundings are the presence of special structural features in the temperature profiles, some of which correspond to features in the wind profiles. These features can be followed from sounding to sounding in Fig. 1. The nomenclature used to refer to these features is given in the schematic diagram of Fig. 2.
(a feature observed on other nights in this valley and in other valleys as well) is the upward propagation of the inversion cap. The cap, which corresponds in height to the transition layer observed in the wind profiles, retains its characteristic shape and potential temperature from profile to profile, until attaining an elevation of 500 to 600 m above the valley floor. One possible explanation for the vertical propagation of the inversion cap is its upwards transport by rising motions over the valley center. Following this explanation, potential temperatures above the inversion cap change with time due to adiabatic vertical advection. The change in temperature structure caused by this mechanism alone is indicated in Fig. 2 by the two curves labeled $t_1$ and $t_2$. Such ascending motions have been predicted by previous investigators (Wagner 1938; Defant 1949) but have never been directly measured. If this is the explanation for the inversion cap’s ascent, it is necessary to postulate a mechanism for mass convergence below the inversion cap. Downslope flows from the valley sidewalls (Fig. 3) can provide the required mass convergence mechanism, if parcels in these flows have temperature deficits larger than the temperature jump across the inversion cap and if their volume flux is sufficient to provide enough mass convergence below the inversion cap to account for the rise of the inversion cap at the observed rate. For the geometry of the Eagle Valley, the required volume flux from the downslope flows, if this were the only mechanism operating, would be about 160 m$^3$/s. This volume flux could be met, for example, by 80 m-deep slope flows on each sidewall having downslope velocities of 1 m/s. Other mechanisms operating in the valley atmosphere, such as radiative flux divergence and turbulent heat transport towards the ground, would decrease the slope flow volume flux requirements, since these processes act independently to produce a growing inversion layer. It is difficult, on the basis of the data at hand, to determine the relative importance of individual physical processes in causing inversion growth, but the observations seem to support the conclusion that transport of cold air in the downslope flows plays a major role.

The constant-$\theta$ layer, which corresponds to the top portion of the down-valley flow regime in the wind profiles, tends to increase in depth with successive soundings. Wind speed shear is characteristic of this layer, and wind directions are decidedly cross-valley, indicating flow off the extensive, non wooded, south-facing sidewall. This cross-valley flow persists until about 1900 MST, and its decay corresponds in time to the decay of the constant-$\theta$ layer and the disappearance of the inversion cap. A tentative conclusion from the observations is that downslope flows from the valley sidewalls above the level of the inversion top are mixed into the valley inversion below the inversion cap in the constant-$\theta$ layer.

The surface layer undergoes an extremely rapid cooling initially, but its cooling rate slows with time and its depth increases with time until, near the end of the 4 h period of observations, it makes up nearly the entire depth of the valley atmosphere. Cooling rates in this and other layers prove interesting and will be discussed in the next subsection.

2.2 The Cooling of the Valley Atmosphere

Cooling of an air mass, no matter how it is accomplished, represents an energy loss from the mass. The energy loss from a height layer, $z_1$ to $z_2$, over a time interval $\delta t$ can be calculated from consecutive vertical temperature profiles by observing the temperature change between profiles as a function of height, $\delta T(z)$, through the depth of the layer. Calculations can be made assuming 1) that the vertical profiles are representative of a vertical column extending above the observation site (Fig. 4a), or 2) that the vertical profiles are representative of the full width of the valley (Fig. 4b).
The rate of loss of energy, $F$, can then be calculated from the First Law of Thermodynamics as follows

$$F_1 = - \frac{c_p \bar{\rho}}{\delta t} \int \int \int \delta T(z) \, dx \, dy \, dz \, [J/s] \quad (1)$$

or

$$F_2 = - \frac{c_p \bar{\rho}}{\delta t} \int \int \int \delta T(z) \, dx \, dy \, dz \, [J/s] \quad (2)$$

where $y_L = \frac{l}{2} - \frac{z}{\tan \alpha_1}$, $y_R = \frac{l}{2} + \frac{z}{\tan \alpha_2}$, $c_p$ is the specific heat of dry air, $\bar{\rho}$ is the average density in the layer, $l$ is the valley floor width, and $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are the slope angles of the sidewalls. $F_1$ and $F_2$ for 15 October, calculated numerically from temperature profile data, are presented for 50 m height intervals in Fig. 5.
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For reference, a 50 m-deep layer in a unit column cooling by 1°C in 1 h has an energy loss rate, $F_1$, of 14 J/s or 14 W.

The greatest rate of loss of energy from the valley atmosphere occurs early in the inversion formation cycle in the layer nearest the valley floor. The zone of rapid energy loss subsequently propagates upwards from the surface, producing the greatest energy losses just below the inversion cap as it ascends. The full significance of this cooling relative to the volume of the valley atmosphere is most clearly seen in $F_2$ calculations in Fig. 5. A smaller secondary maximum in the rate of energy loss occurs near the top of the growing surface layer.

Calculations of energy loss for the complete cross section made over the 4 h period of observations through a depth of 750 m reveal that the average rate of energy loss in the 1 m-thick cross section was 1.23 MJ/s. The corresponding number for the unit column was 323 J/s. Some interesting observations of valley energy loss from the time of inversion formation to sunrise (not shown here) indicate that the total energy loss from the upper levels of the valley atmosphere is actually greater than the loss from the surface layers. This greater loss is possible despite the greater cooling near the ground, because of the larger mass of air in the upper levels.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

A case study of temperature inversion buildup and down-valley wind system development was conducted for the Eagle Valley using observations taken during the afternoon and evening period of 15 October 1978. Temperature inversion buildup began about 45 min before astronomical sunset (i.e., at 1630 MST). The depth of the inversion increased rapidly, with average growth rates of 250 m/h during the first 1–1/2 h of the inversion buildup period. The inversion extended through the entire valley depth by 2000 to 2100 MST, and the mean rate of energy loss from a 1 m-thick cross section of the valley atmosphere during the 4 h inversion buildup period was 1.23 MW. The energy loss can be due to a number of physical processes including sensible heat flux, radiative flux divergence, and cold air advection by the down-valley and down-slope flows. Redistribution of the cooling within the valley may also be accomplished by vertical motions (Hennemuth 1986).

A zone of maximum rate of energy loss propagated upwards from the valley floor after 1630 MST and was accompanied by distinctive structures in both the temperature and wind fields. A persistent zone of intense stability was observed at the top of the growing inversion layer. This inversion cap corresponded in height to a wind reversal zone. The zone itself was characterized by weak winds of variable direction. Below this ascending zone were strong (up to 7 m/s) down-valley winds, while above it up-valley winds persisted. The temperature jump at the inversion cap weakened as the cap ascended. A zone of strong cooling under the inversion cap appears to be best explained by ascent of the cap itself (i.e., temperatures change because of vertical advection). The rising of the cap requires that there be mass convergence below the cap. This mass convergence could be caused by convergence of the downslope flows from the two sidewalls below the level of the inversion cap. A well-developed cross-valley flow occurred in a constant potential temperature layer just below the inversion cap, suggesting that the mass convergence required for inversion cap ascent occurs here. This observation suggests that downslope flows separate from the two sidewalls and produce horizontal mass flux convergence just below the rising inversion top. This process should be thought of as discontinuous or stochastic, since the slope flows would not be expected to flow out into the valley center as a steady stream. Thus, we tentatively conclude that, during the inversion buildup period, downslope flows are not continuous. That is, parcels of air carried in the downslope flows high on the sidewalls are typically not carried all the way down the slope to the valley floor to converge near the center of the valley floor. Rather, parcels in the downslope flow layers are mixed into the inversion layer from the valley slope flows when they attain their level of buoyancy equilibrium. This mixing occurs just below the inversion cap because the parcels encounter a
sudden temperature jump (decrease) when descending through the level of the rising inversion cap.

The limited amount of data available for the Eagle Valley case study does not allow us to investigate along-valley atmospheric structure, nor can we be confident that the slope flows are performing as postulated. The hypothesis developed above seems plausible and is consistent with the data but will have to be tested using a more complete data set or numerical models. The implications of the hypothesis for air pollution dispersion in valleys during the inversion buildup period seem significant. If the hypothesis is correct, pollutants emitted in the downslope flows will be mixed effectively through the valley volume rather than being carried down the slopes to the valley floor. Thus, we suggest that further and more complete observational programs be conducted and that simulations be performed with numerical models that include the appropriate physics.
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